A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
year after, 1613, to that one of the Protestant German princes,
the Elector Palatine, who was Calvinist and stood most clearly
of all for the Protestant interest. This foolish young man was
flattered into believing that he could usurp the crown of
Bohemia. The King of Bohemia, who had been duly elected to
that position and crowned, was the Archduke Ferdinand, who
was also the heir to the Empire. Partly from religious feeling,
but more from the Slav hatred of the Germans, certain of the
wealthier men in Bohemia, with a strong party behind them,
rebelled and offered the crown to the Elector Palatine, who
accepted it in October 1619.
The usurper was easily turned out early in the next year,
but the opinion of all that was Protestant in England—which
was now not only the majority of the nation, but the main
driving-power—sympathized violently with the King's daughter
and her husband, a sympathy which was largely shared by
those who had no strong Protestant feeling but in whom the
growing national feeling was exasperated. It was this strong
feeling in favour of a member of the royal family which had
caused James to summon his last Parliament, as we have seen.
But England obviously was not powerful enough to interfere,
let alone send an army into the heart of Germany against the
best troops in Europe, the Spanish infantry—for tike Habsburg
house of Spain was working in support of the Habsburg house
of Austria and Ferdinand, who was the head of it. But what
was more, the hereditary districts of theHEIector Palatine, the
Palatinate, were declared forfeit, on account of his treason, and
handed over to the Elector of Bavaria.
James therefore relied upon diplomacy; he would try to call
off the Spaniards so that his son-in-law might at least be
allowed to keep his hereditary dominions. The best way to
make this policy successful was to arrange for an alliance by
marriage between his house and that of the King of Spain.
While his son Henry lived there had been negotiations for a
French marriage of the same sort, but France could not be
relied upon to risk war for the sake of the Palatinate, though
she was anti-Austrian in sympathy, whereas Spain might be of
the greatest use to intervene with the Emperor for leaving at
least the Palatinate to its original owner. Hence the policy of
the Spanish marriage,
Villiers and the Spanisli Marriage.  The King had during
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